
From: Admisrtion Jamshid  

Sent: 23 March 2018 21:22 
To: HCO 

Subject: Fwd: SUPPORT UBER AND UBER LICENCE RENEWAL  

 

date 23.03.2018 

 

Jamshid Nariany Brighton and Hove licence driver 4597 

 

Dear Martin Seymour 

 

I am writing to support Uber renewal licence as I have worked 10 years in Brighton and Hove 

as a licensed taxi driver, now joined Uber on November 2017. 

 

After these years and too many fuss about Uber, with all negative and concern; todays driving 

for Uber and  I can strongly say Uber is convenient, fun and more safe to run. 

 

I have spoken to many riders and they do believe it  too.  

 

Uber and our taxi knowledge works pretty nice around our city. 

 

There are not any argument  around fares, routes, timing, traffics, and navigating which was 

the biggest concern on a normal taxi drivers' every days life.  Uber has done it all for you. 

 

Everyone loves it and they are happy, I mean everyone, I spoke to, or gave them ride, except 

the ones and we know who. 

 

I never had easy time when I was driving a taxi, now I am hassel free and to be honest, I love 

and enjoy it.  

 

As well as this, most road user would give me more time to manoeuvre and there are more 

happier, friendly bus driver, no gentleman signal or any bad words,  Or I have just not seen it 

yet. 

 

I have lost some colleges, when I joined Uber, but most taxi driver I have been spoken to, 

would not mind if Uber works, like other taxi operators  firm in our city, but they are not sure 

to join them. 

 

I would love to engage, help and answer any question if that can help. 

 

I strongly would recomend it to every one to use it, before they may loose it.  

 

Today is Uber, Tomarrow could be Taxfy, Lyft or God knows what. Let us works with Uber 

for now. 

 

I hope Uber stay and I can continue enjoying work, I do not think I would like to get back 

where I was before. 

 

kind regards.  

Jamshid Nariany 
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